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Large-Scale Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Three-Dimensional Ductile Failure
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(Received 28 June 1996)

We have performed massively parallel 3D molecular dynamics simulations with up to 35 million
atoms to investigate ductile failure, obtaining mechanistic information at the atomistic level inaccessible
to experiment. We observe dislocation loops emitted from the crack front—the first time this has been
seen in computer simulations. The sequence of dislocation emission events, essential for establishing
an intrinsic ductility criterion, strongly depends on the crystallographic orientation of the crack front
and differs strikingly from anything previously conjectured. [S0031-9007(96)01980-1]

PACS numbers: 61.72.Lk, 61.72.Yx, 62.20.Fe, 62.20.Mk
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Understanding the failure mechanisms in materials
crucial to the development of new materials with hi
strength and toughness. Cracks and dislocations are
two major defects determining these mechanical prop
ties. While continuum theory can successfully describe
long-range strain fields of cracks and dislocations, ato
istic simulations are required to characterize their core
gions. In the past, because only a small number of ato
could be simulated, various boundary treatments were
ployed to provide a static crack stress field (e.g., [1,2]).
addition to their lack of dynamic response, those bound
treatments are only valid until the first dislocation trave
a small fraction of the computational cell away from t
crack tip. Furthermore, intrinsic three-dimensional (3
features of dislocations and cracks cannot be properly
vestigated with only a few atoms allocated in the direct
along the crack front. With the advent of massively p
allel computers, simulations of many millions of atoms
3D are now feasible [3], allowing us to avoid using,
least for early times, complicated boundary treatments
We have developed a 3D MD code, SPaSM (scalable
allel short range molecular dynamics), designed for v
large-scale simulations on a variety of parallel comput
platforms [3]. In addition to the computation of the man
body trajectory, SPaSM allows us to visualize, filter, a
analyze the huge amount of data produced from a si
lation of millions of atoms, perhaps the most challengi
problem encountered in large-scale computer simulatio

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this new powe
tool and to investigate failure mechanisms, we have sim
lated the process of dislocation emission from a 3D cra
Crack blunting by dislocation emission enhances the d
tility of crystalline materials [5]. There are two kinds o
3D dislocation emission processes: blunting and jogg
In the blunting configuration the dislocation is on a s
plane inclined to the crack plane and containing the cr
front. The emission causes the crack to blunt in the dir
tion of the Burgers vectorb. In the jogging configuration
the slip plane is oblique to the crack front, and the emiss
makes a jog in the crack front in the direction ofb. Blunt-
ing lowers the stress concentration at the crack front
hinders the propagation of the crack, thus making the
0031-9007y97y78(3)y479(4)$10.00
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terial tough. Jogging results in a step or a dragging po
for the crack. In addition to these geometrical chang
dislocation loops also shield or antishield cracks (i.e.,
duce or increase the stress intensity factor at the crack
The driving force for emission of a blunting dislocation
large because a flat dislocation loop can release more s
energy by being as close to the crack front as possible
On the other hand, there is probably less resistance to
emission of a jogging dislocation, since it does not cre
new surface like the blunting dislocation. While both jo
ging and blunting dislocations have been observed in
periments [7,8], the theoretical picture is much less cl
[6,9–12]. In this paper, we present computer experim
tal results that shed light on the sequence of 3D disloca
emission events at crack tips.

In our MD simulations the atoms interact either v
Morse pair potentials, differing in stiffness paramete
a, or via a more realistic embedded atom meth
(EAM) many-body potential, appropriate to copp
[13]. Throughout, we use as units the atomic ma
m, distancer0 between nearest neighbors in the zer
temperature and zero-pressure crystal, and bond en
´; hence the unit of timet0 (,2.5 vibrational periods,
or ,10212 sec) is given bý  mr2

0 yt2
0 ; the time step

is 0.01t0. In these units, the Morse pair potential
written as fsrd  e22asr21d 2 2e2asr21d with a cutoff
at rmax  2.5r0. In this paper, we will concentrate o
exploring mechanical aspects of dislocation emiss
without thermal fluctuations, so we set the initial tempe
ture to nearly zero (1026´yk). The atoms are initially
placed in perfect face-centered-cubic (fcc) crystal latt
sites. Dislocation emission from a crack is relatively ea
in fcc crystals, and interatomic potentials for fcc meta
are well characterized. The crystal orientation of our f
system is shown in Fig. 1, including the (010) crack pla
and h111j slip planes. In fcc metals of relatively low
stacking fault energy, including copper, slip dislocatio
on the close-packedh111j planes are in extended configu
rations, consisting of two Shockley partial dislocatio
separated by a stacking fault ribbon (see Fig. 2).

In our MD simulations, we use a large computation
cell with periodic boundary conditions in thex and y
© 1997 The American Physical Society 479
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FIG. 1(color). The crack plane is on (010) and crack front
along [101]. One set ofh111j slip planes, e.g.,s111d, contains
the crack front and the others, e.g.,s111d, do not.

directions in order to preserve the long-range charac
of the crack and dislocation strain fields. We sa
computation time by initially embedding an atomistical
sharp equilibrium crack (loaded at the Griffith critica
strain ec), displacing atoms according to the continuu
elastic solution for a finite crack in an unbounded sol
System sizes ranged from 1.7 to 35 million atoms, wh
the dimensions are240 3 425 3 240, with a crack length
of 81, such that the shortest distance between perio
image crack tips is 160, requiring a time of, 30t0 for
sound-wave communication.

Various numbers of planes were chosen in thez
direction to explore 3D effects. The shortest half cra
length of the sharp initial crack was20r0, which is long
enough to have the crack strain field be close to that o
continuum crack. We produce a crack that initially lies
thex-z plane under uniaxial remote loading straine0 ( just
below ec) in the y direction (see Fig. 1). We graduall
increase the loading strain by applying a homogene
strain rate, where thex-z periodic boundary planes mov
apart from each other at constant velocity.(Adiabatic
uniaxial expansion, at least at the rates accessible
MD simulations, produces conditions similar to tho
found in shockwave-induced spallation experiments [14)
The atoms first readjust their initial positions given b
elastic theory, ending up with more rounded crack tip
The crack extends forward by no more than two latti
spacings, whereupon dislocation loops are eventu
nucleated without further crack extension.
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FIG. 2. Two atomic layers of as111d slip plane show the per-
mitted pathways of the forward (A ! B ! C) and backward
(A ! G ! F) motions, relative to the crack propagation d
rection, for the perfect dislocation. Motion from A to D o
from A to E is energetically forbidden by the existence
atoms D and E. The perfect dislocation with Burgers vec
b  1y2f011g and its two partial dislocations with Burgers vec
tors b1  1y6f112g and b2  1y6f121g are shown. For a unit
length of dislocation, the driving force isF  sb ? s d 3 j ,
wheres is the stress tensor, andj is the unit vector describing
the dislocation line direction. For blunting dislocation emi
sion, F  br sru, wherebr is the radial component in thex-y
plane of b and sru ~ sinsuy2d cos2suy2d. The anglesu be-
tween the inclineds111d slip plane and the crack plane ar
54.73± and 125.27± for forward and backward partial disloca
tion emission, respectively. Therefore the ratio ofFbackward to
Fforward is 1.034.

For a 3D crack at equilibrium, the vicinity of a fre
boundary surface normal to thez axis is under plane stress
the stressszz  0 and the strainezz fi 0; while the bulk
is under plane strain: the displacementuz  0. According
to linear elastic fracture mechanics, the maximum sh
stress under plane stress is on planes through thex axis
subtending an angle of 45± with the x-z plane, but the
maximum shear stress under plane strain is not only m
lower than that under plane stress, but also on differ
planes, through thez axis at 45± from thex-z plane [15].
Thus, the mode and threshold stress for dislocation em
sion from the junction between the crack front and the fr
surfaces is expected to differ from the bulk. The stra
ezz is zero and therefore the stressszz is not zero in our
initial setup (att  0). For t . 0, free surface boundary
conditions are employed, which induce a dynamic tran
tion region between surface and interior. Tensile (mo
I) loading (syy . 0) induces a Poisson-ratio contractio
in the vicinity of the free surface. For the regions arou
the junction, the contraction is magnified around the cra
tip. Figure 3(a) clearly shows that regions around the ju
tion are indented, but those near the crack surfaces b
out. The dynamic contraction combined with the pla
stress condition punches jogging dislocations out from
junctions. The half-loop dislocations are approximate
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mirror symmetric with respect to thex-z crack plane, pin-
ning on the free surfaces near the junctions, as show
Fig. 3(a). Similar jogging dislocation emission from th
junctions has been observed experimentally in silicon [1

We have overcome the challenging problem of visu
izing these dramatic 3D phenomena inside our large c
putational cells by noting that the potential energies
individual atoms near free surfaces and dislocation co
are narrowly peaked at values above the cohesive (b
energy (about26´ in fcc). Thus, we can select poten
tial values within certain ranges about those peak val
to render bulk atoms invisible and display the structu
of dislocation loops, for example. For the Morse pote
tial with stiffness parametera  7, under free surface
boundary conditions, we observe only jogging dislocat
emission from the crack front. On the other hand,
find that under periodic boundary conditions, the cra
tends to emit dislocations while deflecting (i.e., the cra
branches) from the initialh100j plane to theh111j planes,
which have a lower surface energy. Hence, we beli
that this is a borderline case between ductile and br
fracture. Fora  6, a flat, long blunting dislocation is
first emitted from the crack front, and then many joggi
dislocations are ejected along it. In contrast, we obse
only blunting dislocation emission along the crack fro
in EAM Cu [see Fig. 3(a)] (of course, at higher tempe
tures, dislocation lines will not be so straight). In ge
eral, the shorter the range of an interatomic potential,
harder it is to emit blunting dislocations (see [4,17]). F
dislocation emission in EAM Cu, blunting is easier th
jogging; thus, jogging only occurs at the junction. F
Morse a  7, blunting dislocation emission is difficult
and therefore jogging dislocations are emitted all alo
the crack front. We observe that these jogging dislo
tion loops exhibit a bent “,” shape, where one jogging
loop is above the crack front while the other is rough
mirror symmetric below, rather than a straight “n” shape,
as previously conjectured [6,9,10,12]. Ledge format
energy as a function of interatomic potentials may p
vide a clue to understanding the switch of the dislocat
emission mode.

We see primarily the same features in the proc
of blunting dislocation emission in the 35 million an
3.5 million atom simulations for EAM Cu (a factor o
2 in crack length and factors of 2, 2.5, and 2 inx,
y, and z lengths, respectively). We therefore conclu
that 3.5 million atoms is sufficiently large for realist
investigation of 3D dislocation emission, at least in t
early stages. Our 35 million atom system contains 2
planes in thez direction, so that there is no intrinsi
restriction on 3D dislocation emission, in contrast w
previous quasi-3D simulations with a periodic thickne
of two atomic layers [1,2,18]. Dislocation emissio
processes occur above and below the crack tip roug
in the same sequence and at the same time for b
system sizes. By carefully plotting the atomic positio
in a plane perpendicular to thez axis [as shown in
in
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FIG. 3(color). Long straight blunting dislocation loop
(shown in shadow) emitted only along the crack front a
shorter jogging dislocation loops (highlighted) generated o
at the junctions between free surfaces (red) and the cr
front: 35 million atoms interacting via EAM Cu potentia
The strain rate is0.001t21

0 (about 109 sec21) and the time is
21t0 for this image. Particles are colored by atomic potent
energy; to visualize dislocation loops and the crack front, o
particles with energy between25.89´ and 23.8´ are shown
(we thereby effectively reduce the 700 MB original data by
factor of ,80). (a) Viewed from behind (back half of sampl
cut away); (b) the emission sequence shown in thez  0 plane
[color range slightly shifted from (a)]. Note possible Lom
dislocations [1y2f101g on (010)], emitted from both lower and
upper edges of the blunted crack.
481
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Fig. 3(b)], we see the early-stage emission of backwa
moving blunting dislocations. Beginning with the shar
tip corresponding to the elastic continuum solution, th
crack advances two atomic spacings, and the tip becom
more rounded just prior to dislocation emission. The
we observe that a half-loop Shockley partial dislocatio
emerges att  5.5t0 on h111j slip planes, which is
very long (,190r0) and flat in the direction of the
crack front. This indicates that a minimum length o
crack front is required to accommodate the first bluntin
dislocation emission. Surprisingly, the first partial i
ejected backward (see Figs. 2 and 3). Next, a seco
partial is emitted forward at 0.5t0 later. One might
suppose that because the stress in the forward direc
is higher than that in the backward, the first partial shou
be emitted in the forward direction. However, thedriving
force on the dislocation depends on the product of th
stress and the Burgers vector. The pathways for forwa
and backward emission are shown in Fig. 2. The drivin
force for backward motion of the partial withb2 is only
about 3% larger than that for forward motion of the parti
with b1. With an anisotropic crack stress field, this rati
becomes about 1.30 [18]. This calculation, which is
rough continuum approximation, is consistent with th
observation that the second partial dislocation is emitt
forward soon after the first partial is emitted backwar
By performing the Burgers circuit around the partial
we see that the Burgers vector for the backward-movi
blunting dislocation isb2, as shown schematically in
Fig. 2. We have confirmed this observation by comparin
with partial dislocations in an otherwise perfect crysta
Using quasi-3D MD, Hoagland [18] observed backwa
dislocation emission in EAM Ni, while deCeliset al. [2]
report that two Shockley partial dislocationlines were
emittedforward at T  300 K for Cu. Schiøtzet al. [19]
report that extended dislocation loops are emitted forwa
from a wide notch in their 3D MD simulations in Cu.
(However, since the two notch surfaces are chosen
be h111j slip planes, their simulations artificially forbid
backward emission.) Gumbsch and Beltz [20] als
observed the backward dislocation emission in their qua
3D molecular statics simulation in EAM Ni. It is even
more striking to see that the other two partials withb2

(the same type as the first one) are emitted backwards
differentadjacenth111j slip planes later and leave behind
a twin. With the simulations continuing up tot  25t0,
we did not observe the backward emission of an extend
dislocation.

With these large-scale MD simulations in 3D, we hav
observed for the first time unambiguous evidence
emission of blunting and jogging dislocation loops. The
three-dimensional dislocation phenomena can effective
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be visualized and analyzed by a new technique, whe
only those atoms within certain ranges of atomic potenti
energy are plotted. Our calculations have revealed for t
first time the dynamic sequence of dislocation emissio
from a 3D crack tip.

Computations were performed on the TMC CM-5 an
CRAY T3D at the Advanced Computing Laboratory a
Los Alamos. We thank Art Voter for providing and
helping implement his EAM Cu potential. We also
thank Robb Thomson, Ali Argon, John Hirth, Richard
Hoagland, Sid Yip, and Peter Gumbsch for helpfu
discussions.
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